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Did the legal materials, l ike the potential sentence, in this book 
surprise you?  

Sage spent over a decade in federal criminal defense. She wrote this book, in part, to help 
people better understand the American justice system and to help explain the background 
and nature of a certain class of “sex offender.” Were you surprised to read about the legal 
struggles people like Inmate 17656-090 face? 

Did you l ike these characters? Could you sympathize with Inmate 
17656-090 at all? 
 
Did you find the characters’ l i festyles interesting? Is there an appeal 
to the simplicity of l iving on a 30’ boat? 

Did the book raise issues of family? What about social stratif ication?  
Blair grew up privileged, but for most of the story, she shares the circumstances of Inmate 
17656-090, who grew up in poverty, and Grayson, who grew up working class. Did the 
characters’ similar family circumstances, their lack of family support, help them overcome 
class differences in building their friendships?  

Did Blair sell out by marrying Roy Fletcher?  
 
What do you think happened between Inmate 17656-090 and 
Grayson? 

Why do you think Grayson reacted the way he did during and after the arrest? Do you think 
something happened to Grayson in his past to make him react strongly later? 
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Did the book make the lines between victim and perpetrator seem blurry? Was 
Inmate 17656-090 a victim even while he faced prosecution?  

Did the book ever make you laugh? When? 
 

What did you think of Inmate 17656-090’s fantasy of escaping to Mexico? Did 
you believe he had escaped? Were you ever rooting for him to escape?  
 
What did you think of the defense’s efforts to get the psychological evaluation 
of Inmate 17656-090? Did that process or “result” surprise you? Would it surprise 
you to know it’s true to life in many cases?  
 
Sara blamed herself for Inmate 17656-090’s arrest and prosecution. What role, if 
any, do you think she played in his circumstances? How did you feel about her 
attempts to reunite him with their mother?  

 
What do you think Blair’s last words mean, the final l ines in the 
book? 
What are your thoughts on redemption? Could Grayson have redeemed his friendship with 
Inmate 17656-090? What do you think about him disappearing? Why do you think Blair stayed 
by Inmate 17656-090’s side? (As an aside, what do you think Roy Fletcher thought about Blair 
going to Michigan for an extended period of time to be with her inmate friend?) 

Did the cost of incarcerating an inmate surprise you? What about 
the threat of civil commitment?  
As a taxpayer, how do you feel about these things? 

 

What do you think the sentence was in the end? How did you feel about the 
author not telling us the sentence?  
 

 


